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The NASA SBIR/STTR subtopic workshop was held for informational purposes only
and was an opportunity for the small businesses community to explore and share
ideas related to the general technical topic areas.
In the event of any inconsistency between data provided in this presentation
and the Final Solicitation, the language in the Final Solicitation, including any
amendments, will govern.

SCaN is Responsible for all of
NASA’s Space Communications


The SCaN Program is responsible for Agency-wide
operations, management, and development of all NASA
space communications capabilities and enabling
technology



Expand SCaN capabilities to enable and enhance
robotic and human exploration



Manage spectrum and represent NASA on national and
international spectrum management programs



Develop space communication standards as well as
Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) policy



Represent and negotiate on behalf of NASA on all
matters related to space telecommunications in
coordination with the appropriate offices and flight
mission directorates

SCaN’s Networks


SCaN has three networks that support NASA’s communications needs


Deep Space Network (DSN)






Near Earth Network (NEN)


Mixture of 9-m to 18-m antennas designed to support missions from LEO to the
Moon



Mixture of government owned and commercially procured services

Space Network (SN)




34-m and 70-m antennas designed to support missions from GEO to beyond the
solar system

GEO Relay satellites to support missions from the Earth’s surface to GEO orbit

SCaN strives to have high-performance systems on our end of the link
to reduce the burden on the mission’s end of the link

SCaN’s Networks Span the Globe

Tracking
and Data
Relay
Satellites

Mission Locations: Earth to Beyond
the Solar Systems
Missions in GEO and beyond

Many missions operate
in LEO orbits:
- Full range of
inclinations utilized from
polar to equatorial
orbits
(example shows NASA Earth
science missions)
Graphic from Planetary Society:
http://www.planetary.org/multimedia/space-images/charts/whats-up-in-the-solar
system-frohn.html

Agency View


NASA is continuing to evolve its communications and navigation systems to provide
ever increasing performance while reducing the burden on the user mission



The SBIR and STTR programs are a key area utilized for technology advancements



SCaN is proposing five SBIR subtopics for 2017


Long Range Optical Communications



Intelligent Communications Systems



Flight Dynamics and Navigation Technology



Advanced RF Communications



Transformational/Over-the-Horizon Communications Technology



The majority of the need is in spacecraft systems, but there are areas of interest in
ground stations, modeling, and system-level integration



SCaN’s SBIR subtopics include a combination of specific needs to fit our roadmaps,
and broad areas of interest to advance general areas of need

Long Range Optical
Communications




NASA is investing significant resources to make space optical
communications a reality in the 2020’s


Lunar Laser Communication Demonstration (LLCD) in 2014



Laser Communications Relay Demonstration (LRCD) planned for 2019



Deep Space Optical Communications (DSOC) planned for early 2020’s



Integrated RF and Optical Communications (iROC)

NASA is looking for developments to support our roadmap in optical
communications in the following regimes




Low Earth Orbit to ground; Mars to Earth; Planetary Landers to Orbiters; Beyond
3 A.U. Deep space missions to Earth

SBIR subtopic includes many areas specifically related to our current
systems development, along with a few broader areas


Flight Optical Terminals; Flight Transmitters and Receivers; Ground Assets for
Optical Communication

Intelligent Communications Systems


NASA is working on reducing the human labor required to schedule,
establish, and maintain communications links, while also increasing
overall system performance



NASA is developing communication systems to provide increasing
levels of adaptive, cognitive, and autonomous system technologies to
improve performance




A cognitive system should sense, detect, adapt, and learn from its
environment to optimize the communications capabilities

NASA is seeking advancements in


Flexible and adaptive space hardware systems



System-wide intelligence



Network Operation



Node-to-node link adaptation

Flight Dynamics and Navigation
Technology


Future NASA missions will require precision landing, rendezvous,
formation flying, cooperative robotics, proximity operations, and
coordinated platform operations



This drives the need for increased precision in absolute and relative
navigation solutions, and more advanced algorithms for both ground
and onboard guidance, navigation, and control.



NASA is seeking advancements in




Autonomous, onboard guidance, navigation, and control


Significant advances in independence from Earth supervision



Real-time mission re-sequencing

Advanced techniques for trajectory optimization


Distributed space missions including constellations and formations



Low-thrust trajectory optimization in a multi-body environment

Advanced RF Communications


NASA continues to rely on RF communications, and is looking to
improve its overall performance



NASA is seeking advancements in


Advanced waveform development in the digital domain




Compatible with the NASA Space Telecommunication Radio System (STRS)
architectural standard

Advanced RF Front-ends that cover NASA’s RF communications bands of S
, X-, and Ka-band


High efficiency Microwave Power Amplifiers



Electronically Steered Antennas



Ultrawideband (UWB) antennas and electronics

Transformational/Over-the-Horizon
Communications Technologies


NASA seeks revolutionary, transformational communications technologies
that emphasize not only dramatic reduction in system size, mass, and
power but also dramatic implementation and operational cost savings
while improving overall communications architecture performance.



This subtopic encourages low TRL concept development with an
evolutionary path to insertion within approximately 10 years



NASA is seeking research in


Systems optimized for energy efficiency



Advanced materials; smart materials; electronics embedded in structures; etc



Flexible, scalable digital/optical core processing technologies



Nanoelectronics and nanomagnetics



Quantum Communications



Human-machine and brain-machine interfacing

Role of Small Business


There is a wide industrial base to provide communications and
navigation technology to SCaN and NASA’s communications users




This base can provide current capabilities, and its gradual evolution

SCaN is looking at SBIR/STTR to develop new capabilities and/or
provide leaps in capability: Performance, Size, Mass, Power, and Cost


Looking for Innovative Research to advance the state -of-the-art



Small businesses can provide the the cutting-edge research to
develop technologies required to substantially advance performance



Small businesses have provided many capabilities through SBIR/STTR
recently in all of the past subtopic areas



GATR is a commercially available, rapidly deployable
communications system developed over several years using a
variety of funding sources



GATR antennas range from 1.2m to 4.0m in diameter available
in C-, X-, Ku-, and Ka-band configurations



SRS Technologies (now ManTech Nexolve) received initial SBIR
funding in 1998 to develop inflatable technology for solar
concentration and communications



Technology was developed through Phase 3 SBIR, and licensed
to GATR Technologies



Space Act Agreement between GATR and GRC in 2006
optimized the 2.4 m Inflatable Radome Antenna System



FCC certified system in 2008



Commercial Applications:


First-response disaster relief support



Emergency search-and-rescue support



Large sports and entertainment venue backup communications



Homeland security and military communications support

Image courtesy of GATR Technologies

Success Story: GATR

Officers with the Air Force Special Operations Command set up the
inflatable antenna at Hurlburt Field in Eglin, Florida.

References:


SCaN Program Website






NASA Space Technology Mission Directorate Roadmaps


http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html



Specifically TA 5: Communications, Navigation, and Orbital Debris Tracking and
Characterization Systems

NASA Space Telecommunications Radio System




https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/index.html

https://strs.grc.nasa.gov/

Miscellaneous SCaN Documents, User Mission Needs, and Technology
References


https://evt.grc.nasa.gov/rfp-industry-briefing-2016/reference/



https://www.fbo.gov/utils/view?id=d8da6c32d9114e8adb8b5abe86991183



(posted to support an ongoing Architecture Concept Study)

